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CHLORINE: The Sanitizer 

Chlorine has been in use for more than 100 years and, without it, worldwide disease pandemics would occur. Chlorine not only 
keeps our drinking water supplies safe but also is the most popular way to keep our pool water safe and healthy. 

A properly balanced, chlorinated pool... 

6 has NO offensive chlorine odor

6 does NOT burn or irritate your eyes

6 does NOT burn or irritate your nose

Chlorine performs three very important jobs: 
1- Sanitation
2- Oxidation
3- Residual Sanitation

CHLORINE 

Debris and contaminates are constantly being introduced into your pool water from swimmers (bacteria, infections, dead skin cells, 
perspiration, urine, saliva, body oils along with sunscreens, lotions, cosmetics), rain (acid rain, dust, algae), wind (dust, leaves, algae) and 
animals (fur, bacteria & bodily waste). 

Chlorine kills and oxidizes (burns away) these contaminates in order to 

keep your pool water CLEAN, CLEAR AND HEALTHY. 

Just because your pool water is clear does not necessarily mean that it's sanitized or balanced. After all, the water in your toilet bowl is 
clear, but not fit for swimming. 

For pool water to remain clean, clear and healthy, chlorine needs to be added to the pool water on a consistent basis to maintain a 1-3 
part per million (ppm) level of chlorine every minute of every day (for every 1,000,000 'parts' of water in your pool, 1-3 'parts' should 
be chlorine). This process is called sanitation. 

As bacteria and other contaminates are killed, visualize the chlorine attacking and then latching on to them for dear life. At this point, 
the chlorine has done its job and its useful life is mostly over. This 'used up' chlorine (called chloramines) rapidly accumulates in your 
pool water day after day. As chloramines accumulate, an awful chlorine smell develops around your pool. Chloramines are very irritating 
to eyes, nose and skin (they burn our eyes and nose, irritate our skin .... When this happens, most people assume there is way too much 
chlorine in their pool water so they stop adding chlorine. Big mistake! At this point, what your pool water really needs is an overdose 
of chlorine called a shock treatment (oxidation): by adding an overabundance of chlorine (and raising the chlorine level to at least 10 
ppm), all this 'used up' chlorine-along with other accumulated debris-will oxidize (burn away), that awful chlorine odor will disappear 
and you will have some chlorine left over (a residual of chlorine called free available chlorine) to continue killing bacteria and other 
contaminates as they are introduced in the water (for residual sanitation). 

The most important fact to remember about oxidation is that you must add enough shock to totally oxidize these contaminates out of 
the water ( called breakpoint chlorination). If you fail to do this, the chloramines are not destroyed, resulting in an increase of chloram
ines which require another higher dose of shock to reach breakpoint chlorination. 
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